Artists and collectives working with new media and film are invited to apply with their recent or ongoing projects around two proposed themes: UNCERTAINTY and SYSTEM. The applicants should explain how they are involved or have connection with artistic, research, or educational activities in Aalto University.

Uncertainty is used as a rhetoric of today, and we are living in a world changing more quickly than ever. Willingness to design systems, ranging from language to data to political systems, can be a productive response to that. At the same time, through denying access to system, one can exercise power. Do we create systems, or do systems create us, and how does the uncertainty component change the equilibrium?

The application must include:
- description of the idea in relation to the open call subject (150-200 words)
- budget estimate
- specific needs
- proposed schedule
- visuals and links

Four works, by the same or different artists, will be selected. Work production costs are not covered. The exhibition fee of 119 EUR/work (incl.tax) will be paid. Installing the work, opening reception, as well as printing costs are covered. Please note that there is no technical hire to install the exhibition, so it should be done by the artist in case of special needs. The exact schedule of the exhibition is to be discussed with the curator.

Check out the previous exhibitions (look for TUAS Art Space): http://showcase.aalto.fi/archives/

M8 Art Space shows lens-based and digital artworks. The space that consists of four high-resolution screens is located in the building of the School of Electrical Engineering, hosting also Aalto Ventures. Two projectors, using the wall in the building, can be used additionally. Use of sound is possible, but restricted due to that the space is located between university auditoriums.

Apply before August 1st, 2018.

More information:
Ksenia Kaverina
Curator at Aalto University
ksenia.kaverina@aalto.fi
+358503574995

Address: Maarintie 8, 2nd floor, Otaniemi, Espoo
www.showcase.aalto.fi/m8artspace